OUR PARTNERSHIPS
Partners in the Rochester Summer Learning Collaborative included: EnCompass Resources for Learning, Horizons at the Harley School, Horizons at the University of Rochester, Soaring Stars at SUNY Geneseo, Summer LEAP at SUNY Brockport, Summer LEAP at West Irondequoit, and the Summer LEAP Pre-K sites.

IMPACT AT A GLANCE
The Greater Rochester Summer Learning Collaborative served:

- 644 students

The Greater Rochester Summer Learning Collaborative distributed:

- 3,464 project-based learning boxes
- More than 16,000 meals

The Greater Rochester Summer Learning Collaborative students attended:

- 4,638 virtual class sessions

The Greater Rochester Summer Learning Collaborative faculty & staff made:

- 3,172 ace-to-face contacts
- 1,952 phone contacts
- 4,838 text contacts

LEARN MORE
allendalecolumbia.org/leap
AC Summer LEAP is a six-week summer enrichment program that seeks to close the opportunity gap in Rochester by offering high-quality summer learning experiences to students with low income.

COVID-19 RESPONSE
AC LEAP delivered a comprehensive program this past summer despite the challenges of COVID-19. As part of the Rochester Summer Learning Collaborative, AC LEAP offered weekly deliveries of project-based learning boxes and food along with virtual classes in core academic subjects, art, wellness, and music. AC LEAP also provided individualized social emotional support to students, and socially distant celebrations including the Backyard BBQ and the annual Student Showcase.

OUR IMPACT AT A GLANCE
AC LEAP served:

111 students

AC LEAP distributed:

604 project-based learning boxes
4,664 meals

AC LEAP students attended:

476 virtual class sessions attended

AC LEAP faculty & staff made:

352 face-to-face contacts
228 phone contacts
206 text contacts